The time course of the asymmetrical "local" switch cost: evidence from event-related potentials.
The goal of the study was to explore the time-course of the asymmetrical "local" switch cost observed in task switching. We investigated event-related potentials induced by cue and target processing when participants were engaged in a card-sorting switching task. Participants were instructed to match each card (target) following one of two possible task rules, the color or the form. The correct task rule changed unpredictably after a variable number of trials, and was signalled by cues indicating to switch or repeat the previous task rule. We observed that transition type (switch versus repeat) and task rule (color versus form) influenced both cue and target processing. Interestingly, the interaction between transition type and task rule, indicating an asymmetry in the local switch cost, affected the brain responses during target processing but not during cue processing. These results suggest that the asymmetry in the local switch cost relates to task execution processes.